Collecting and highlighting novel developments that address existing as well as forthcoming challenges in the field of process modelling and simulation was the motivation for proposing this special issue on "Process Modelling and Simulation" in the journal Processes. Our objective was to provide interested readers with an overview of the current state of research, tools and applications on the use of models for simulation and decision support in the process industry. The special issue brings together fourteen contributions on topics ranging from the process systems [1-3] and (bio)chemical engineering [4, 5] fields, to software development [6] and applications in heat and power systems [7, 8] . Moreover, the hot topic of data mining and machine learning is also discussed from a process engineering perspective in [9, 10] . This conveys the broadness of use and impact that models will have (and already have) for industrial decision support in the approaching digital era.
fiber production. Nevertheless, the use of models is not limited to offline or real-time predictive simulation, but is likely to extend to process (dynamic and real time) optimization in the near future. Although model-based optimization was not directly within the scope of this special issue, the authors of [5, 6] proposed steps in this direction from the application and software viewpoints, respectively.
Although there are almost as many types of models as processes/applications, as well as multiple modelling methodologies to choose from, some key conclusions can be extracted from the received contributions. Plant models in the process industry are no longer just built from very detailed first-principles equations, and their applications often go beyond their classical use in process design to strongly influence the process operation in real time. Therefore, the tradeoff between model complexity and accuracy needs to take account of the decision level where the model is to be used. The increasing computational power, availability of big datasets and improved machine learning algorithms will facilitate model building in the materials, (bio)chemical and process engineering fields [9] . However, the big data that are already available in the process industry are not always complete and informative, and performing further experimental tests on demand may be expensive. Thus, as models are often required to provide reliable predictions outside the plant's current or usual region of operation, data-driven modelling methodologies need to be combined with process physical knowledge derived from first principles, resulting in a hybrid or grey-box model. The characterization of uncertainty from available plant data and its incorporation in process modeling are also important topics that require further research, as they directly affect the quality and reliability of model predictions and the inherent risk in making use of these predictions for decision support.
Finally, the full realization of the benefits of process modeling will depend on being able to deploy detailed first-principle or hybrid models throughout the process lifecycle. Of particular interest in this context is the use of such models, and the calculations based on them, in online decision support and control systems for process operations. This includes many important applications, from equipment condition monitoring, to real-time optimization and nonlinear model-predictive control, all of which would constitute major steps towards the digitalization of the process industries. Achieving this objective on a large scale, however, poses several significant technical challenges. Some of these are computational, arising from the need to perform complex calculations robustly and efficiently in real time. Other challenges are related to devising general software architectures that can support the development of complex digital applications involving multiple model-based computations communicating with each other and with external data servers. Successful advances in these areas will provide process engineers with a complete suite to implement advanced process management systems, boosting the development of virtual plants or digital twins that integrate plant information updated in real time.
We would like to end this editorial note with expressing our sincere gratitude to all the scientific contributors of the papers submitted to this special issue, as well as to the editor-in-chief of Processes, Michael A. Henson, the managing editor, Jamie Li, and the rest of the editorial staff for their effort and endless support.
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